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Providing continuous advantage
to our partners
Redington services are dynamically focused on
successful removal of complexity to provide continuous
collaborative advantage for our partners and their
customers. Redington is successfully partnered with
some of India’s most innovative technology, networking
and enterprise solution providers.
Our experts Pan India provide measurable
performance, automation and commitment that will
pitch the right product(s) and solutions to your
customers across Cyber Security, Cloud, Software,
Networking, Servers & Storage domains that champion
greater business agility.

Services for
Collaboration,
Productivity

Services for
Networking

As a partner centric organization we value
adaptability, collaboration, simplicity, trust and
transparency. We follow a collaborative approach to
represent our partners and their solutions in the best
light. We make sure the solutions are promoted and
the partners beneﬁt through our reach and expand
their customer base tremendously.
Partners can leverage our end to end service
capabilities as extended solutions to their
end customers seamlessly.

Services for
Enterprise Storage
& Server

Services for
End-End Security
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Services:
Key enabler of Digital
Transformation
The year 2020 has brought about disruption on an unprecedented scale
globally due to the pandemic. While this has fast-tracked transition to digital
in every sphere of life, it has also made Work-from-Home, the new normal.
Naturally, widespread digital adoption has resulted in signiﬁcant growth in deployment
of IT (devices, infrastructure, security, software) across geographies and industries. Notably, this
deployment has been predominantly cloud-based, either cloud-native or transformation from
on-prem to cloud.
On the other hand, digital adoption has brought about a signiﬁcant shift in customers’
expectations of any business – digital means of interaction are becoming a fundamental
requirement. For instance, today it is essential for most brick-and-mortar retailers to oﬀer digital
payment modes (and possibly omni-channel presence) to be relevant.
Therefore, for businesses large and small, a Digitally Transformed business is the new normal.
The pandemic of 2020 has only accelerated the pace of Digital transformation
across the board.
Digital transformation calls for deploying digital tools – but more fundamentally, it calls for
revisiting business models and deploying best practices. For instance, today’s digital tools enable
businesses to connect with customers through social media. These tools can enable not just a
new medium of communication (say, LinkedIn posts) but an entirely new form and content for
customer interaction (e.g. online ratings, feedback and referrals).
Also, when a business embarks on a digital transformation, it faces a complex array of IT
architecture and solutions, as well as approaches. The good news is that the elements of these
(such as Cloud, IT infrastructure, CRM, Digital Marketing, Financial solutions etc.) are available
in modular form, each fast evolving and can present entirely new business opportunities.
Deploying the right digital technologies and ensuring optimum realisation of potential
opportunities from these would require specialised skillsets in each domain, with signiﬁcant
investment of resources and time by customers.
Therefore, digital adoption by customers calls for a vast portfolio of services to be oﬀered
by partners - IT Infrastructure services, Managed services, Cloud consulting, Cloud migration
services and so on. Redington’s Services oﬀering is geared towards empowering our partners
with a complete bouquet of products and services to facilitate the Digital Transformation
journey of their customers.
This issue of Edge seeks to provide an overview of the evolution, oﬀerings, use cases and outlook
for the Services business. We look forward to the Services portfolio becoming the largest growth
engine for our partners in the coming months.

Ramesh Natarajan
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CEO – Redington Distribution
Redington India Ltd.
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Watchover
Redington Managed IT Services

We Consult

We Integrate

We Manage

Networking

Enterprise Storage Server

End-End Security

Collaboration Tools
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Avail free assessment with Watchover

www.redingtongroup.com

INTELLIGENT IT
ALLIANCE FOR
IMPROVED AGILITY
AND SCALABILITY

With Watchover, we at Redington started out to collaborate with various channel partners to provide
a platform for Value Added Security Solutions to their customers to help secure their IT infrastructures
in this fast paced digital world. As digital advancements continue to reshape the world, a holistic
solution catering to all aspects of the IT infrastructure is surely the right step towards restructuring for
better business outcomes. Hence, Watchover has a new identity. Today, Watchover doesn’t just cater
to cybersecurity, but is a spectrum of services for networking, remote collaborations, security,
enterprise storage and servers enveloped into one seamless guild.

The Watchover Advantage
Zero Investment
on setting up a
team to cater to digital
collaborations

50+ Certiﬁed
technology experts
as your extended
team

Free Infrastructure
assessment through
industry leading
technology
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Redington Managed IT Services

The IT world is a staggeringly
complex place, comprised of level
upon level of dynamic, interacting
systems that evolves every
minute. Right networking
infrastructure is the
game-changer towards keeping
up with this pace of change.

Networking
Fast, Reliable and Secure
foundations of networking

Karthik Narayanan R

Head of Networking Business unit

Redington excels in simplicity for robust networking with products and solutions that
connects the customer’s world. With an array of options for networking, and a multitude
of product options for switching and routing, choosing the right architecture and
products for a customer can be a challenge. As a partner, we ensure every aspect of
your products and solutions are implemented in the right light.

With our Switch & Routing services,
we specialize in helping customers’
network infrastructure installation,
conﬁguration and migration which suits
their businesses, for enhanced
productivity, be it on premise or
cloud-managed.
Our engineers have immense
experience and knowledge in
networking and ensure a high
performance delivery. Audits on
deployed IT infrastructure ensures
there are no security vulnerabilities,
and any vulnerabilities found
can be remediated with advanced
solutions.

We collaborate on and create wireless
networks with any kind of deployment
Best-in-class infrastructure
implementation and optimized
monitoring services is our guarantee.
We are leaders in deploying networking
services for every scale of business,
while providing proactive security that
serves high-bandwidth continuous
collaboration purposes. As we expand
our customer base by working with
some of most successful and inﬂuential
enterprise customers in the world, one
thing remains the same: Our
commitment.

End – End Conﬁguration & Installation of
Routing, Switching & Network Security

Conﬁguration & Installation of
Core Switch, Access Switch
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Conﬁguration & Installation of Wireless
Controller & Access Points
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Redington Managed IT Services

Mitigating the security risks of a
dispersed workforce eﬀectively
has proven to be essential in the
'New Normal'. A virtual workforce
has changed everything.
Nonetheless, Security has to stay
a constant.

End – End Security
Security as priority for critical
IT Infrastructure & Data

Mario Praveen

Head of Security Business unit

Redington oﬀers numerous IT security installation and management
services ranging from Firewall, VPN set-up, Gateway security, Malware
prevention, to Endpoint security and Data Security to centrally conﬁgure
and manage ﬁrewall rules across applications.

Our ﬁrewall expertise makes it easy to
bring new applications and resources
into compliance. Our white label end –
end security services aid to centrally
create, enforce, and log application and
network connectivity policies across
subscriptions and virtual networks.
Our VPN experts create encrypted
cross-premises connections to your
virtual network from on-premises
locations, or create encrypted
connections between virtual networks
using various conﬁgurations for VPN
Gateway connections, such as,
site-to-site, or one virtual network to
another.

We deliver intensive malware
prevention and advanced user threat
detection resources that have been
thoroughly tested by our experts.
Emphasizing on delivering security and
trust, while connecting policy, analytics
and controls across your customer’s
entire business, we have successfully
built solutions that oﬀers the most
advanced security services to help plan
a smoother transition to a robust,
secure, automated cloud
architecture/infrastructure.

Firewall installation-conﬁguration, VPN set-up,
reports and training for gateway security

Threat Detection, User Threat
Management, Malware Prevention

Network Security, Endpoint Security,
Application Security, Data Security
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Redington Managed IT Services

Enterprise
Server, Storage and Virtualization
Solutions for digital era
Redington oﬀers an array of enterprise
Server, Storage and Virtualization
solutions and services covering
complete lifecycle of the datacentre
from advisory, design and build to
transform & support.
We believe in creating Intuitive and
Next Gen Hybrid Datacenters with best
in class OEM ecosystem along with an
experienced pool of technology
resources to meet all your business
needs.

Our partners have built solutions to
handle critical workloads while
maintaining the control of the entire IT
infrastructure. Our experts ensure that
we unlock the true power of resilient
solution for businesses and provide
excellent data privacy capabilities with
seamless integration. We have prowess
that oﬀers ﬂexibility and choice that
help you start small and grow big with
Hyper Converge Solutions. We aim at
providing industry leading scalable
servers to scale up, enhance and
transform businesses with
comprehensive storage solutions for
real time analytics. We ensure
complete data protection with market
leading Dell EMC Data protection and
Cyber Recovery Solutions.

During 2020, we have started
investing & strengthening our
Services capabilities to enable our
Partners to oﬀer end-to-end
support to their customers. Also,
we expect to see a strong
rebound in on-premises market,
as we emerge from the pandemic.
These will be signiﬁcant Revenue
drivers in 2021.

Mr.Balaji

ESS BU Head
In this challenging year, we were
able to not just supply the
products, but were also able to
support our partners deploy the
cutting-edge storage and server
solutions remotely, with great
success. We plan to scale this
deployment support in 2021.

Product Registration & License Set-up

Installation & Conﬁguration

Migration & Replication

Customer training (on-site or online)
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Remote Support
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Zubair Alam

Head – Dell EMC Commercial and
Enterprise Business Unit

Redington Managed IT Services

Now more than ever, productivity
is a critical factor for companies
to survive and thrive. With the
right set of tools to collaborate,
measure employee productivity,
companies are going to lay the
foundation.

Collaboration Tools
Continuity, productivity &
software management solutions

Rakesh Singh

SBU Head - Software

Redington's abundant software oﬀerings are directed towards delivering
a frictionless experience to maintain productivity and business continuity
with a hybrid approach bringing people and technology together to
unleash a powerful workforce strategy and potential, regardless of the
physical location.
As a trusted partner, Redington
ensures deployment and management
of collaboration platforms and
solutions for uninterrupted
communication and accessibility that
can capitalize on business agility and
performance by providing the ﬂexibility
required to adapt to any work
environment.
Our partner led site installation
program enables qualiﬁed partners to
distribute & market their video
conferencing solutions to maximise
their reach and customer base. We
partner to make sure the customers
get maximum beneﬁt from the
knowledge and services of our expert
engineers, while providing proactive
guidance on the best practices.

We oﬀer numerous customer support
resources for businesses. We work
towards being a holistic partner
providing aid for conﬁguration,
management, activation and
installation of software licenses and
test calls.
Our experts provide customer training
both online as well as on-site with a
24/7/365 live answer service desk and
technical support for countless
network devices across the world.
We have been for decades and strive
to continue to provide the best service
levels, expert resources, and perfect
collaboration of products that ensures
business continuity to keep up with
pacing transformations.

Partner-led site installation for Video
Conferencing equipment

Conﬁguration, Activation, Installation
of Licenses & test calls

Customer training (on-site or online)

+91 7358393884
Group Business Manager
santosh.jana@redington.co.in

www.redingtongroup.com

We believe in empowering our partners. Share your details here to
Learn more

about our services in depth
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Contact: Santosh Kumar

We cater to global customers by bringing tailor-made solutions from our channel partners with cutting edge tools and
the expertise to manage and mitigate their IT environment end to end. We understand that while a solution provider
might have a great product, they might not have the means to provide them to their global customers or make them
aware of their presence. This is where Redington synergises as an end - end service partner with Watchover.
Our complete gamut of experts, processes and tools available as an enhanced service
to growing registered channel partners help market their solutions and expand their reach.
Watchover is our assurance for a thriving digital transformation.

The Redington Diﬀerentiator

210+

Strong InHouse

Consulting

Digital

Managed

24/7 Support

Brands Exposure

Services

Technical Teams

Transformation

Services

& Service desk

We believe in empowering our partners. Share your details here to
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Learn more
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about our services in depth

Contact: Santosh Kumar

+91 7358393884
Group Business Manager
santosh.jana@redington.co.in

Redington’s evolution in the enterprise business has
been from a BROAD LINE product distribution to a
value-added distribution.
OUR ASPIRATIONS ARE TO INVEST, LEARN &
TRANSFORM TO EVOLVE FROM A VALUE ADDED
DISTRIBUTION TO AN INDIRECT SOLUTION PROVIDER.
As a value-added distributor we have championed the presales and marketing
initiatives to aid business development. In this journey of growth & transformation
into an indirect solution provider, we are currently investing to build capabilities
around assessment, COE, Migration, Implementation, and also oﬀer end to end
managed services and support our channel partners.

These technology themes have us hooked and excited for what is to
come in the future,
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Cloud, Hybrid Cloud & Redington Managed Cloud Services
Cyber Security
Digital Transformation
Modern HCI Data Center
Software Deﬁned Infrastructure/Network
Bouquet of SaaS Oﬀerings

With so much potential in these tech
themes, we at Redington are in the
process of building competencies and
capabilities right from assessment of an
opportunity to POC, Implementation,
Migration and Managed Services.
Redington’s capabilities to seamlessly
execute these opportunities, educates
partners looking for such a skill set
necessary to take on new challenges.
Our value added distribution, was a
dual-quadrant model with the primary
focus on vendor and partner from the
perspective of commercial fulﬁlment,
logistics, support, presales enablement,
marketing initiatives and ﬁnancial
structuring.
With the intelligent indirect solution
provider model, we are evolving from a
dual-quadrant to a four quadrant
model. The additional quadrant
upgrades being Redington’s technology
team and the bespoke solutions we
provide to customers.

At Redington, it is our mission to
empower our partners to take on new
opportunities, pick up relevant skills in
order to oﬀer a holistic range of
products and solutions to end
customers. We envision our partners
to not just sell their products but also
hone their skills to be consultants and
provide technology enabled solutions
to customers.
We aspire to be the trusted advisor to
our channel partners in terms of
recruitment, enablement, upskilling,
helping partners choose the right
technology themes to expand
business opportunities.
As Redington transitions into the
solutions and services space,
supporting partners in their digital
transformation journey, we
encourage partners to leverage
Redington’s vast team of experts in
technology consulting practice across
technology verticals, brands &
geographies for productive
collaborations.

R.Venkatesh
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President
Enterprise Business Group
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Support the way it should be — easy.
Multiply your
impact with a
team of more than
55,000 technical
experts supporting
more than 160
countries.

ProSupport for Enterprise
Enhance your IT team with hardware and software support proficiency

ProSupport benefits:

As the first line of engagement for employees, your IT staff faces a range of challenges
that can make meeting internal initiatives difficult, where strategic projects become
neglected. The last thing you need is to spend valuable time repeating basic
troubleshooting. Simply put, you need to be able to efficiently, and seamlessly resolve
technical issues.

· Maximize productivity by leveraging
Dell EMC scale and skill
· Minimize disruptions with around
the clock access to highly trained
experts
· Gain efficiency through a single
source for all your support needs

When you choose ProSupport, highly trained experts are there around the clock and
around the globe to address your IT needs. ProSupport1 helps you minimize disruptions
and maintain a high level of productivity.

Comprehensive 24x7 support
Turn your data center into a strategic lever for growth and innovation.
Without the right resources and support, it is hard to get in front of IT problems.
· 24x7x365 access to certified hardware and software experts
· Collaborative support with 3rd party vendors
· Hypervisor, Operating Environment Software and OS support
· Onsite parts and labor response options including next business
day or four-hour mission critical

Get connected
SupportAssist2 and Secure Remote Services (ESRS)2
Avoid issues and get faster resolution with automated proactive and predictive3 support.
Leave manual routines behind with remote monitoring, automated issue detection and
case creation, and remote resolution.

Get insight
MyService3602
Gain insight, take action and save time managing your support experience and improving
the health of your global environment with personalized, data-driven dashboards.
TechDirect2
Boost productivity with this flexible, time-saving portal that streamlines support and
makes it easy to manage technology, train staff and support your systems.

For more information please visit Dell.com/ProSupport or contact your Dell EMC representative.
Availability and terms of Dell EMC Services vary by region and by product. For more information, contact your Dell EMC sales representative.
MyService360 and ESRS are available for legacy EMC-warranted products. SupportAssist and TechDirect are available for legacy Dell-warranted products.
SupportAssist predictive analysis failure detection includes server hard drives and backplanes. ESRS enables predictive capabilities and failure detection for enterprise storage, networking and converged infrastructure.
Copyright © 2017 Dell Inc. or its subsidiaries. All Rights Reserved. Dell, EMC, and other trademarks are trademarks of Dell Inc. or its subsidiaries. Other trademarks may be trademarks of their respective owners.
July 2017 | Dell EMC ProSupport for Enterprise DS v2.0
1

2

3

Dell Technologies Services @ Redington
Redington has always led from
the front in introducing innovative
product and services.
Since the inception of Dell Services distribution at Redington in 2018,
we have rapidly scaled the ‘Value’ and the ‘Reach’ to be one of the
largest providers of Dell Services in India. The Dell Services portfolio
range includes Warranty Extensions & Upgrades to large scale
Deployments. Our Tech team is always at the forefront to Consult, Size
an opportunity, and to Deploy Dell Clients, Server, and Storage systems.
Redington Managed Services
Deployment Services

Key features

Deploy new technology without
disrupting user productivity.
Whether it is adding new equipment to
a data center or migrating end users to
the newest laptops, count on Dell EMC
Deployment Services to executive
quickly and correctly the ﬁrst time.
Trust the expert to lead deployments
from basic hardware installations
through planning, conﬁgurations, and
complex integrations.

• Flexibility to choose support based
on criticality of speciﬁc systems and
the complexity of your environment
• A central point of accountability for all
the hardware and software issues
• Cross-domain experience that goes
beyond a single piece of hardware
• Predictive, automated tools and
innovative technology

Key features

Key features

• On-site or In-region Dell EMC certiﬁed
engineers
• Technology Services Manager
engagement for ProSupport Plus
• Project documentation with
knowledge transfer
• Implementation planning
• On-Site install of hardware
• 24x7 Deployment Services
Support Services
Dell Technologies Support Services are
built on foundation of Artiﬁcial
Intelligence (AI), machine learning and
data analytics. The Support Services
does not just extend your IT Team, it
enables you to address issues before
they impact your business.
(Source: Dell)

Infrastructure Managed Services
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

24x7 Support and Service desk
Security monitoring
Data Back Up
Infrastructure Services for multi-cloud
assured eﬃcient and agile
operations
Targeted automation for eﬃcient
operations management and reduce
costs
Performance monitoring &
optimization
Advance monitoring & enterprise SLA
Pre-built solutions incorporating the
latest AI Technologies
End-to-End management to realise
digital transformation strategy
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Our Tech team is always at the forefront to Consult,
Size an opportunity, and to Deploy Dell Servers,
Clients, and Storage systems.
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Are You Engaged with
Fortinet Powerfully?
Look to your RIGHT to know more

Build a profitable and highly-differentiated
security practice with the Fortinet Partner Program

New Partner? JOIN Today
https://partnerportal.fortinet.com > register

Existing Partner:
Write to us and let us know the level/model/specialization that interests you:
india_channel@fortinet.com

Getting Started:
it’s as easy as 1-2-3

1

ENGAGE

Define your level of engagement: Align our program to your level of experience and the
benefits and billings requirements that fit your business.

ADVOCATE

SELECT

You’re interested in starting
a relationship with Fortinet.
This level has limited
requirements and benefits.

You’re committed to
delivering superior security
solutions that best fit
small-to-medium business
security concerns.

2

You have proven success
delivering the full spectrum
of Fortinet’s solutions with
certified staff to handle
various implementation
requirements from your
customers.

EXPERT
As part of this group of
proven Fortinet solution
experts, you have
demonstrated consistently
high revenue and can deliver
the full range of Fortinet
solutions, with experts on
staff to manage complex
deployments.

EXPAND

Select your business model: We know you transact in different ways, so we’ve built that flexibility
into our program.

INTEGRATOR
You’re primarily
reselling to
customers
on-premises,
but offer some
managed services.

3

ADVANCED

SPECIALIZE

MSSP
Most, if not all,
of your billings
come from selling
managed security
services.

MARKETPLACE
You were
born-in-the-cloud
or are a cloudcertified partner.

Differentiate yourself with specializations: In a fast-moving industry, our specializations help you
quickly elevate yourself in a crowded field with training, enablement, and targeted solutions so you can
expand your capabilities and offerings while driving growth and profitability.

OPTIMIZE WORK
FROM HOME
PRODUCTIVITY

MANAGE YOUR REMOTE TEAMS EASILY WITH TIME DOCTOR

Leadership across all industries want visibility and conﬁdence that their employees are still
productive while working away from the ofﬁce. Having access to real time insights and workday
analytics is crucial to managing successful remote and hybrid teams.
Time Doctor has been providing this exact solution since 2012 and is now a global leader in employee
productivity, providing service to over 9,000 companies in over 113 countries.

WHY ENTERPRISES CHOOSE TIME DOCTOR

Gain
Visibility

Drive
Productivity

Increase
Proﬁtability

Empower
Employees

Track Attendance & Hours

Daily Detailed Reporting

Identify Workﬂow Inefﬁciencies

Interactive App for Transparency

All-In-One Dashboard

Monitor Website & App Usage

Project & Task Management

Privacy Controls to Protect Data

Screenshots & Activity Levels

Distraction Alerts

Automated Timesheets & Payroll

Reduce Manual Tasks

THE POWER OF TIME DOCTOR

30%

80hrs

20%

Increase in proﬁtability

Amount of hours saved

Increase in productivity

by accurately recording

by identifying inefﬁcient

by refocusing employees

total time worked

processes

from unproductive tasks

- Positive Business Online, Digital

- Smartsites,

- 2nd Ofﬁce, Business Process

Outsourcing Company

Digital Marketing Agency

Outsourcing Company

Customers love us - 5 star rated reviews by clients who
use Time Doctor for their work from home teams

LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW TIME DOCTOR CAN HELP YOUR TEAM
Contact: Kaushik Roy - Group Business Manager - +91 9380277211 - kaushik.roy@redington.co.in

EMPOWERING A PRODUCTIVE
GLOBALLY REMOTE WORKFORCE
BY PROVIDING COMPANIES WITH WORKDAY ANALYTICS

VISIBILITY
Track all workday activity from start and end times to how long each
project takes to complete.

PRODUCTIVITY
Utilize our daily insights and detailed reports to turn actionable data into
strategic improvements.

PROFITABILITY
Increase efﬁciency by reducing manual administrative tasks with our
automated features.

EMPOWERMENT
Build trust and increase engagement by giving employees control over
when and how they work.

LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW TIME DOCTOR CAN HELP YOUR TEAM
Contact: Kaushik Roy - Group Business Manager - +91 9380277211 - kaushik.roy@redington.co.in

Accelerate IT Innovation In Cloud With Conﬁdence

Redington cloud solutions oﬀer
a portfolio of services and

accelerators that enables to Assess, Migrate, Manage, and Innovate every
aspect of business in the cloud.

Redington Cloud Services
Migration Services

Managed Services

• Lift & Shift Migration
• SAP on Cloud
• Datacenter Migration
• Backup & DR on Cloud
• 0365 / M365 Migration

• 24x7 support & service desk
• Security monitoring
• Data backup
• Monitoring & response to critical infra conditions
• Infra maintenance (OS/Patch upgrade)
• Install & maintain common applications
(like web servers, app servers)
• Performance monitoring & optimization
• Microsoft CSP Support
• 24x7 Cloud Managed Services support
• SAP Basis support
• Cloud Security Support Services
• Advances Monitoring & Enterprise SLA’s
• Governance and Reporting

Consulting Services
• Cloud Assessment
• DevOps Automation
• Data Analytics
• Cloud Security
• Hybrid Cloud
• Multi-Cloud Setup
• Containerization
• Cost Optimization

Redington Cloud Managed Services
Our 24x7x365 Cloud Managed Services Support oﬀers a comprehensive portfolio of managed services,
consulting oﬀerings and transformational solutions that span enterprise computing and cloud, workplace,
network and security services, mobility and application modernization.
SERVICE DESK

SUPPORT SERVICES

• SPOC
• Receiving tickets
• Ticket
assignment
• Escalation
management
• Account
management
• SLM

• Incident
management
• Problem
management
• Backup
• Service request
management
• Preventive
maintenance

MAINTENANCE
SERVICES

MIGRATION
SERVICES

HYBRID CLOUD
SOLUTIONS

• Change request
management
• Feature
enhancements
• Asset and
conﬁguration
management
• Release
management

• Feasibility
assessment to
migrate data and
software
• Determine the
storage type and
required eﬀort
• Migration service

• Managed hybrid
integration
service factory
• Managed cloud
security

Enterprise cloud management service:

Cloud Security:

Provides remote monitoring and management of physical and
virtual private cloud infrastructures, including hypervisor and
operating system (OS)

Real-time security across
your cloud infra covering
everything from network,
data, storage, anti-virus to
intrusion detection and
vulnerability scanning

Cloud Operations Center:
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Secure Network Access, OS image management, log management, patch
management provisioning, change control, and incident management, as well
as all the other tools needed to manage your business in the cloud

Redington strives to provide every organization with the best level
of support needed to maximize their business outcomes.

www.redingtongroup.com

Contact us to know more information
cloud@redington.co.in | +918144112222 | www.redingtoncloud.com

Kickstart AWS Journey
With Redington

Customize A Cloud Solution That Meets The Needs
Whether one is looking to migrate to the cloud, just beginning to build their business on
AWS, or expanding their cloud practice, there are many opportunities to grow, succeed,
and advance organization on AWS. It’s time to move forward on AWS Cloud with
Redington. Get started with FREE Cloud Assessment.

Why migrate to AWS Cloud?
Average infrastructure cost savings
vs on premises
Fewer downtime hours in 2018 vs
the next largest cloud provider
And 76 availability zones globally
More efficient IT Infrastructure
management vs on premises*

Why Redington Cloud Assessment?
Cloud agnostic application assessment
framework
Knowledge and expertise gained from
numerous projects across industry sectors
Automated Data discovery along with
dependency mapping
Recommend migration path with
customized Migration Model
Define your target environment with
multiple analysis dimensions
Consistent, proven methodology
recognized by the industry

CONTACT US

cloud@redington.co.in
+91 81441 12222

www.redingtoncloud.com

Quickly Adapt To Evolving Business Needs With
Redington’s Back2business Solutions On Microsoft
Simple | Standard | Seamless

Organizations around the globe are facing multiple challenges in running their operations seamlessly
during the current crisis, including access to remote working solutions in a secure scalable
environment, disaster revcovery, and advanced security with device management and threat
protection. Hence to help organizations maintain business continuity and embark on their cloud
adoption journeys, Redington is providing ‘Back2Business Box’, a simplified pick, and deploy
solutions bundles on Microsoft products.

Avail Various Solutions
1

Windows Virtual Desktop

2

Application Migration to Azure

3

SAP B1 on Azure

4

Windows 10 Enterprise E3

5

Microsoft 365

Why Redington Cloud Assessment?
Simple and standard
Rapid deployment and usage
Flexiility with pay-as-you-go pricing
Effortless Cloud Adoption
Includes Variety of workloads
Easy to customize according to needs

Navigate The Current Challenges Seamslessly With Redington
Visit us at: http://bit.ly/Microsoft_Back2Business

CONTACT US

cloud@redington.co.in
+91 81441 12222

www.redingtoncloud.com

Marketing as a Service

As you seek new ways to gain an edge on competitors and engage consumers, it is vital to recognize areas in marketing that can
help you. Marketing as a service is about the entire customer journey. As your extended marketing team, we can provide insight
and perspective, dedicate time for projects and the right skill set to enhance the execution. Redington’s centralized marketing
team has an extensive experience of handling a range of brands be it in Cloud oﬀerings or Enterprise Business.
For our Partner community, we intend to consult & be a guide on the right marketing mix based on the place they are on their
marketing journey. From setting up the basics like website designing, collateral creation, brand awareness, to demand generation
and lead generation, we want our partners to slowly be able to market themselves & vendor brands conﬁdently. While we take
care of the building blocks for your brand recognition, your in-house team can take advantage of the gained insights and ensure
seamless day-to-day operations.

Your Action Points
Kick start your Marketing
Build your social presence, from
website to building presence
online. Create eﬀective collaterals
and assets to empower your
sales teams.

Branding and Awareness
Build success stories around our
brand and how you have
empowered your customers. Share
content that resonates with your
target audiences.

Marketing Campaigns to
Grow Your Business
Build your business through a
variety of marketing activities, from
events (physical/virtual) to targeted
demand- generation and branding
activities.

Financial Solutions

Redington oﬀers a comprehensive suite of
Financial Solutions to provide our partners
with the tools to grow their business. Our
programs provide partners with the
programs to support working capital as well
as oﬀer their end customers ﬂexible
ﬁnancing solutions thus enabling partners
to be more competitive.
Financial services are needed for channel
partners for expanding reach and delivering
greater business value to clients. With the
right ﬁnancial partner and services, solution
providers can realize their full sales
potential and will not miss out on proﬁtable
business opportunities. Please get in touch
with us for more details.

Financial Solutions
• Partner Financing Solutions
• Customer Financing Solutions
• OpEx and Leasing Model
• Financing Solutions for
Software / License
• Digital Payment
Solutions

Customer Financing Solutions
• Short-term Financing
• Medium-term Financing
- Monthly / Quarterly
staggered payment
terms

Partner Financing Solutions
• Channel Financing Program
• Factoring Program
• Project Financing
Program
• Supplier Financing Program

OpEx & Leasing model
• Fair Market Value Lease
• Finance Lease
• Sale – Leaseback
• Customized Financing
model

Share your details here to

www.redingtongroup.com

Know more

about our Marketing and Financial Solutions in depth
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* Disclaimer: We are aligned with multiple ﬁnancial institutions to enable these solutions

+91 7358393884
Group Business Manager
santosh.jana@redington.co.in

www.redingtongroup.com
Learn more

Redington (India) Limited

Centre Point, Plot No.8 and 11

(SP) Thiru-Vi-Ka Industrial Estate

Ekkaduthangal Guindy, Chennai - 600 032

Ph: 04442243353 | Fax: 04422253799

“The trademarks, logos, pictures, domain names and services marks (collectively the ”Trademarks”) used in this Magazine are registered
and unregistered trademarks of Redington (India) limited and its content providers. All rights reserved. The contents contained in this
Magazine are copyright protected. Except with the prior written consent of Redington (India) Limited, no person may download, duplicate,
reproduce,edit, publish, make available or disseminate through whatever means this Magazine or any content contained therein, in
whole, or in part. Redington is not responsible for the content of any oﬀ-site pages or any other web sites linked to this Magazine.
All materials on this Magazine are provided on “as is” basis without any representations or warranties, express or implied. The contents
of the Magazine are non-infringing references of other journals oﬀering similar information.”

Contact: Santosh Kumar
We believe in empowering our partners. Share your details here to
about our services in depth

